The fastest and easiest way to improve
your application security program.

Secure your code, from the start.

Secure Code Warrior adds a powerful
layer of cyber protection that is
simple, scalable and positive. Our
platform and tools have been
designed for developers to be fun,
competitive and engaging.
Companies can scale secure coding
excellence across their organization as
individuals and teams easily build and
verify their application security skills,
gain real-time security advice and
monitor skill development.
Whether undertaking hands-on
training, competing in team or
company-wide tournaments, being
aided by a real-time coaching
plug-in, or completing assessments,
Secure Code Warrior’s unique
approach embeds security into
the DNA of developers.
Secure Code Warrior helps
developers to:
• Build their skills online with
hands-on exercises
• Receive real-time advice through
IDE coaching plug-in tools
• Verify their skillset through online
assessments and certifications
• Monitor and measure their skill
improvements and ROI

Achieve faster and
more secure product
development
The more your teams use the tools in our
platform, the better they will become at
coding securely and the less time and money
you will spend fixing bugs.
• Embed security from the start, saving
time, money and resources in the software
development lifecycle
• Add a powerful and measurable layer
of cyber protection for in-house or
outsourced developers

Defend yourself with
security-conscious
developers
In a world that depends on software,
developers need to be the first line of
defense for any company’s security strategy.
• Mitigate the secure developer
skills shortage
• Equip your developers with training and
tools to succeed

Build a positive security
culture
Building a positive security culture reduces
conflict between security and development
teams and lets your developers focus their
efforts on faster upgrades and creating
competitive features.
• Train and equip developers to think and
act with a security mindset
• Make learning about security fun,
competitive and engaging

OUR PROVEN SUITE OF SECURE CODING TOOLS SIT WITHIN ONE POWERFUL
PLATFORM, THAT MOVES THE FOCUS FROM REACTION TO PREVENTION.

TRAINING

LEARNING

• Self-paced, online, scalable
learning

• Video training resources
for specific v
 ulnerabilities

• Covers the OWASP Top
10 and other common
security weaknesses

• Builds awareness and
general knowledge

• Focus on specific, relevant
security weaknesses

METRICS
• Know security maturity
at a d
 eveloper and team
level
• Understand strengths and
weaknesses
• Quantify success

• Multiple languages
and frameworks

COACHING PLUG-IN

TOURNAMENTS

• Real-time coaching
plug-in

• Makes it fun!

• Acts like a spell-checker
for s ecurity while
developers are coding

• Builds awareness

• Gets people involved
• Identifies security
champions

ASSESSMENTS
• Customizable online
assessments
• Verifies skills identification a
 nd
remediation

• Customized to company
specific security guidelines

• External contractor
quality assurance

• Links back to training
resources

• Baseline c ertification

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

“It’s the most awesome security training product I have ever come across.”
Application Security Manager, Banking & Finance

“A lot of our developers find that they’re using it for an extended period
of time without even noticing.”
Director - IT Applications and Systems Security, Telecommunications

“Secure Code Warrior has enabled us to train our developers in secure coding
practices, across multiple languages. We also use it to assess external vendors
determine the extent they will be allowed to code with us.”
CISO, Technology

“We get good insight into how developers are tracking, including statistics
on their strengths and weaknesses.”
Information Security Specialist, Banking & Finance

ABOUT SECURE CODE WARRIOR
Secure Code Warrior is a global security company that makes software development better and more
secure. Our vision is to empower developers to be the first line of defense in their organization by
making security highly visible and providing them with the skills and tools to write secure code from the
beginning. Our powerful platform moves the focus from reaction to prevention, training and equipping
developers to think and act with a security mindset as they build and verify their skills, gain real-time
advice and monitor skill development. Our customers include financial institutions, telecommunications
providers and global technology companies in Europe, North America and Asia Pacific.
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